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JACK SIMMONS 
It is now twelve years since Mr. Patterson published his study Radical 
Leicester. That was an admirable piece of work, one of the first attempts 
at scholarly investigation, in detail, of the development of an English town 
in the nineteenth century. It was well received on its appearance and estab
lished itself at once not only as a major contribution to the history of 
Leicester but also as a case-study, setting an example that has influenced 
other similar studies since. 

Radical Leicester was concerned with the years 1780-1850. Mr. Pat
terson's original intention had been to continue the work to cover the whole 
of the Victorian age; but he left Leicester in 1947, and when he had 
established himself at Southampton he found it impracticable to carry on 
the story beyond the middle of the nineteenth century. The result is that 
we have a coherent, ordered picture of the town in the first half of the 
century, and nothing in any way comparable to guide us in our study of the 
second half. In saying that I am not overlooking some very useful contribu
tions that have been made to our knowledge, notably in the fourth volume 
of the Victoria County History. I am only pointing out, what is plain 
beyond mistake, that the historian's detailed analysis of the development of 
the town as a whole in the Victorian age stops at present at 1850. 

This brief paper makes no claim to fill the gap.' Another book, longer 
than Mr. Patterson's, would be needed to take his story on from the middle 
of the nineteenth century to 1914. I hope such a book will be undertaken. 
My purpose here is to offer only a sketch-map, drawn to a very small scale: 
a survey of a few, and no more than a few, of the chief themes in the history 
of the town, and especially of the physical changes in it, during the years 
1850-80, or what we may roughly call the Mid-Victorian Age. 

In the long story of Leicester, stretching over some twenty centuries, I 
doubt if any single generation brought such critically important changes 
with it. In these thirty years the town centre was shifted bodily a quarter 
of a mile to the east, from the narrow congested junction of High Street and 
St. Nicholas Street, where it had been since the Middle Ages, to the new 
wide site where the East Gate of the medieval town had stood, an operation 
signalised by the construction of the Clock Tower. A hundred years later, 
nearly all the most conspicuous buildings that we recognise in the city date 
from this formative period : the Clock Tower itself, the Corn Exchange, 
the Town Hall, the National Provincial and Midland Banks in Granby 
Street, the spire of the Cathedral-not to mention some other major works, 
less well-known perhaps but of equal consequence to the student of 
architecture, like the churches of St. Peter and St. Paul and Frisby Jarvis's 
noble factory on Frog Island. It is scarcely too much to say that the 
architectural framework of modern Leicester was established in the years 
we are discussing. 
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Great changes took place in the social life of the town during this time, 
and as we look back on them we can see how important they have been : in 
education, the establishment of Vaughan College and the first steps towards 
implementing the Act of 1870; the undertaking of the first artificially
constructed public park; the foundation of Stoneygate, a residential quarter 
having a very interesting social character of its own; the beginnings of a 
system of regular public transport, the first tram running on the Belgrave 
Road on Christmas Eve, 1873. 

Most important of all, it was during these three decades that the 
economy of Leicester underwent a fundamental change that was of decisive 
importance for its future. In 1850 it was a town of virtually one industry, 
the making of hosiery. By 1880 it had become almost as famous for its 
boots and shoes ; and engineering-which has today, taking all its branches 
together, eclipsed in size the other industries in the city-became established 
here firmly in the seventies. By 1880 the town had achieved a peculiar brand 
of assured prosperity that has given it its character ever since : a prosperity 
arising from diversified industry, offering employment to women and men 
on equal terms. 

It is therefore, I think, possible to say that whereas the Leicester of 
1850 was still in the throes of a painful struggle to burst the bonds of its 
earlier history and establish itself as an industrial town based on a single 
manufacture, the Leicester of 1880 was, in all essentials except that of 
suburban development, the Leicester we know today. 
, The population of the town was growing at this time at an astonishing 
speed. In these thirty years, in fact, it doubled : from 61,000 at the census 
of 1851 to 122,000 at the census of 1881. To compare it with places we 
know, it grew from a town the size of Maidstone today to one comparable 
with Reading or Norwich. Few other towns of the same sort grew so fast in 
these years, and at the censuses of 1851 and 1871 Leicester was actually 
larger than Nottingham-though thereafter Nottingham resumed its lead, 
which it has kept ever since. 

The growth of Leicester's population during the second of our three 
decades, the sixties, was spectacular : in ten years it rose . by almost 40 per 
cent. The compilers of the census report of 1871 observed that" of Leices
ter the increase can scarcely be matched ",2 and they went on to try to 
account for it. "The old manufacturers in Leicester", they wrote, "have 
not increased, but have rather diminished during the last ten years. About 
the year 1861 a strike at Northampton caused the removal of a large portion 
of its shoe trade to Leicester, and the depression at Coventry a year or two 
later brought a large number of ribbon weavers from that city and neigh
bourhood who were absorbed by the elastic web trade. Prior to 1861 the 
principal manufacture was hosiery. Since that time new trades have been 
introduced. The shoe trade has brought sewing machine and nail makers, 
and others have arisen in connection with the elastic web and other trades. 
There has been a large immigration from other places, and it is still going 

; on. Houses are being rapidly built, and are no sooner finished than they arc 
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occupied. There is a small extension beyond the municipal limits, but this 
is mainly by the creation of villa residences, occupied by the employers of 
labour".3 

It is universally agreed that in the middle of the nineteenth century 
Leicester was a town dominated by one industry. Some ninety hosiery 
manufacturers are listed in 1849-including names that are still well known 
to us today: Corah, Donisthorpe, Pool and Lorrimer, Fielding and John
son.4 Many of these businesses were on a very small scale, and owing to the 
peculiar organisation of the industry, with its domestic character and the 
special position of its middlemen, the term " manufacture " meant some
thing widely different in the hosiery of Leicester from what it did in, say, 
the cotton industry of Lancashire or the ironworks of the Black Country.5 

All the drawbacks to this dependence on a single industry had appeared 
m the first half of the century. The forties had been hungry indeed in 
Leicester for very many hosiery workers. At the mid-point of the century 
things began to get better. In 1850 William Napier Reeve noted in his 
journal: "In Leicester trade has been eminently prosperous-plenty of 
food, plenty of employment, and good wages. During the summer nothing 
was cared for but excursion trains ; and all the year round feasting was the 
order of the day " .6 There were setbacks to this new prosperity from time 
to time, in 1851 and again in 1854-6, but on the whole the improvement 
was maintained. Though this was in large measure a reflection of economic 
change in the country as a whole, it had also its local explanations ; and of 
these the most important seems to have been the expansion of the range and 
variety of Leicester's industries. Here, however, we leave the firm ground 
of self-evident fact and plunge into conjecture and dispute. 

Our uncertainty arises chiefly from one cause : our inadequate know
ledge of the establishment and early growth of the footwear manufacture in 
Leicester.7 Mr. Patterson concludes his book with a prophetic view of the 
importance of the industry, beginning to make its way in the town in the 
early fifties,8 and he stresses, as others have done, the contribution of 
Thomas Crick, one of the first wholesale manufacturers of footwear in 
Leicester. The Census Commissioners of 1871, as we have seen, attributed 
the growth of the industry here largely to a strike in Northampton "about 
the year 1861 ". This must refer to the prolonged dispute of 1857-9, 
arising from the introduction of more machinery into what was still pre
dominantly a hand-made manufacture. That some migration of workers 
took place from this cause from the traditional centres of the industry, 
Northampton and Stafford, to new centres, Leicester and Kendal, may be 
accepted;9 but we have no means of quantifying it, and it was probably 
a less important factor in the growth of the Leicester industry than has 
sometimes been thought. The Northampton and Stafford workmen lost 
their battle against the new machinery, of course. Shortly after the strike 
Thomas Crick effected a major improvement in the stitching of the upper of 
the boot to its sole, and several Northampton manufacturers sent their men 
to learn the new techniques in Leicester. 10 
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In the course of the fifties and sixties Leicester certainly became a 
major centre of the manufacture of footwear, and of its distribution too : 
the firm of Stead & Simpson-the oldest of the big names in the city today 
-first appears in Leicester in 1853, with an offshoot from its main business 
in Leeds. The making of boots and shoes grew up in part as a by-product 
of the hosiery industry, and side by side with another new activity : the 
manufacture of elastic webbing. All these trades employed women on a 
very large scale, and to a great extent they were in competition with one 
another for labour. In the course of the years we are concerned with the 
hosiery manufacture began, at last, to be organised in factories. The change 
came very slowly and was stiffly resisted by the workers themselves, even 
though the physical conditions of employment were greatly bettered by it. 
In the last of our decades, the seventies, the transition appears plainly 
enough : not entirely for technical or economic reasons-in part through 
the appearance of compulsory education, which took away the children who 
had acted as "winders" and "seamers" in the past and so forced on the use 
of machinery, installed in factories, for this purpose. A great change was 
brought about, too, by the abolition of frame-rents-the economic founda
tion of the old system-by Act of Parliament in 1875. 

If we now turn to consider for a moment (the subject is a very large 
one, and will only be glanced at here) the conditions of living and working, 
in them too we see much change and, on the whole, much improvement. 
Poor housing went up in Leicester, as in all other English towns, in these 
years, and in substantial quantity. But on the whole the standard markedly 
rose, through the gradually increasing supervision of central and local 
government, slowly improving sanitation, the curbing of floods by successive 
measures between 1867 and 1881, the extension of the town into higher 
quarters, where the air was healthier. 

Yet, that said, many of the old bad conditions remained. There were 
still some 1,500 back-to-back houses in the town in 1864.n The spread of 
domestic sanitation was slow, dependent on an improved water supply ; but 
even with the completion of the first two of Leicester's reservoirs, at Thorn
ton and Cropston, in the fifties and sixties, it was stated that some 7,000 
houses remained in the town at the close of our period dependent on wells 
and cisterns.12 

We know a great deal, pretty intimately, about the lives and deaths of 
the poor in Leicester in these years owing not only-not even primarily-to 
the census reports and official sta,tistics, valuable as those are, but to the 
devoted and most remarkable service of one man : Joseph Dare, who 
directed for over thirty years the Leicester Domestic Mission, a work of 
practical charity of a quite admirable kind, an unofficial social service, 
maintained by the Great Meeting. The annual reports of the Mission are a 
gold-mine of information about poverty in many forms in the town, per
meated throughout by a clear-sighted and unsentimental compassion. 13 

Dare's work deserves a monograph, and he himself should be better 
remembered than he is. There is not even a street named after him-a very 
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simple commemoration. Could not this be thought of in the present re
development of the north-eastern quarter of the city, in which he laboured 
with such energy and zeal ? 

Let us now turn away from reconstructing the life of this past genera
tion on the basis of written records to looking at it in another way, in the 
round. I mean by considering some of the monuments it has left behind it, 
which are still very much part of the familiar Leicester scene today. I use 
the word "monuments ", formidable though it may appear, because I do 
not wish to confine myself to buildings. There are other things too that can 
speak to us just as clearly in this connection. 

Nearly all the principal civic buildings of the Leicester we know date 
from these years. Foremost among them is the Town Hall, which was 
completed in 1876 ; and its construction opens up a fascinating chapter in 
the history of local government, not in Leicester alone but in England. 

Ever since the sixteenth century the municipal government of Leicester 
had been carried on from the old Guildhall : the half-timbered building we 
still know and love, at the west end of St. Martin's church, which is now the 
Cathedral. By any standards, the Leicester Guildhall must be ranked as one 
of the most remarkable civic buildings in the country. There are very few 
others, in large industrial towns like Leicester, that can be put in compari
son with it for a moment : St. Mary's Hall in Coventry, the Guildhall in 
Newcastle, the London Guildhall-where is there a fourth ? 

By the middle of the nineteenth century the Guildhall had become 
quite plainly inadequate. To us nowadays, it is almost incredible that a 
town of over 60,000 people could have been governed from a building so 
small : especially when one remembers that it served not only for meetings 
of the Town Council, but also for magistrates' courts, for the Mayor on 
ceremonial occasions, and as a headquarters for the Town Clerk and the 
police force. The explanation is to be found in the nature of English 
municipal government at the time. It was still conducted on an extremely 
small scale. The Town Clerk, for example, was a solicitor in private 
practice, and as late as 1874 he discharged his municipal duties with the 
assistance of a staff of no more than three clerks, accommodated in small 
rooms in New Street.1 4 Then as now, many departments were housed 
separately, outside the centre of the town's administration, but even when 
all these are added together the whole scale of operations was very small 
indeed, reflecting the narrowly-confined limits of the sphere of local govern
ment and the ready assumption by the citizens of Leicester that these 
servants of theirs should occupy a properly modest place. 

Nevertheless, it was widely recognised that this provision was un
satisfactory. Back in 1845 John Biggs and his brother William, at the head 
of the party of "Improvers ", had been urging that a new Town Hall ought 
to be built.15 But the " lmprovers " had been opposed by the 
"Economists", who urged that any such development would be an unneces
sary extravagance ; and for the moment the " Economists " had carried the 
day. The matter came up for discussion again in the sixties (the population 
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by that time being something like 80,000) ; and though the proposal then 
met with more widespread acceptance, it ran into fresh difficulties. There 
was no agreement about the proper site for a new Town Hall; still less was 
there agreement about the physical form it should take. After a prolonged 
battle, it was at length decided that the Town Hall should be built in Friar 
Lane, on land which had qeen purchased for the purpose. A competition 
was held among architects for the design of the building, and the winners 
were duly declared. But the opponents of the Friar Lane site continued the 
battle and succeeded first in postponing the execution of the project, then in 
getting it shelved, and finally in securing its abandonment. At last, in 
September 1872, the protagonists of the site of the old Cattle Market (which 
had been removed six months earlier to its present accommodation on the 
Welford Road) won their battle. It was settled that the new Town Hall 
should be built in Horsefair Street. 

Another competition was then held for the design. In making the choice 
between the ten sets of plans submitted, the Town Council was advised by 
the President of the Royal Institute of British Architects, Thomas Henry 
Wyatt (remembered today for his fine Italianate parish church at Wilton 
and for Knightsbridge Barracks).16 The competition was won by F. J. Hames, 
a young architect, practising in London but a member of a Leicester family 
and a pupil of a Leicester architect, William Millican.17 The first stone of 
the new building was laid in August 1874, and it was brought into use with 
a flourish of ceremonial on 6 August 1876. 

To the student of nineteenth-century architecture, the Leicester Town 
Hall will always be interesting. It was the first large civic building in 
England to be erected neither in the classical nor in the Gothic style. In the 
sixties and seventies Gothic was almost universal-in Godwin's buildings 
for Northampton and Plymouth, in Gilbert Scott's at Preston, in Water
house's at Manchester. The Corporation of Leicester rejected all these 
conventions. Its decision to accept Hames's design was hardly less bold 
than that of a Town Council today that should decide to build for itself in 
the most austerely" contemporary" manner. 

The result was admirable. Speaking for myself, I know no civic build
ing of the age that gives me anything like the same pleasure as the Leicester 
Town Hall. In materials as well as in design, it is harmonious and graceful ; 
and it is redeemed from even a hint of dullness by a deliberate and subtle 
want of symmetry that can be seen by any one who looks at it closely. That 
the whole work was executed for £53,000 offers us-even when we make all 
necessary allowance for the difference in the value of money-a striking 
comment on the change that has overtaken our economy today. 

With the completion of the new Town Hall, the old building passed 
quickly into history, suddenly, completely, and for ever. It is surprising 
that it was not pulled down. Voices were to be heard urging that it should 
be demolished-these were the years in which the old Wyggeston's Hospital 
was wantonly and unpardonably destroyed18-and it was at first difficult to 
see any use to which the now desolate old building could be put. After a 
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period of neglect, it found for a time a surprising and unsuitable fate as the 
first home of what it now the Leicester Domestic Science College, the Great 
Hall serving as a kind of field kitchen for the instruction of young women 
in the art of cooking ; and in that state it remained until long after the 
close of the period we are concerned with. 

If the Town Hall is the most conspicuous new civic building of these 
years, it is by no means the only one. The Corn Exchange is an important 
monument of the fifties. It emerged as we know it in two stages. First, in 
1851, a plain single-storey market hall was erected to replace the Gains
borough, which was then just over a hundred years old. Four years later 
the Council held a competition for a design for the addition of a Corn 
Exchange, and this was won by a Leicester architect, F . W. Ordish, with a 
highly original scheme, which was put in hand at once. It provided for the 
Corn Exchange on the first floor above the market hall, to be approached 
by a broad double staircase added externally, so avoiding all interference 
with the hall below ; the whole crowned with a clock tower. 

That staircase is a splendid thing : heavily rusticated, bold and 
generous, it has the conviction, the finality, of a true work of art. Many 
citizens of Leicester disliked it intensely ; it had for a long time a very bad 
press. r9 The reason is that Ordish was thinking right out of his time. It 
would be hard indeed to find another work of the same character erected 
anywhere in England during the fifties. By the end of the century, however, 
it was beginning to be recognised for the fine work it is, and in our own day 
it has won high praise from visitors to Leicester who can recognise good 
architecture when they see it. What those visitors now find extraordinary is 
what seems to be the deliberate decision to conceal it behind market stalls 
surmounted by a particularly brutal iron canopy. 

The third civic monument of these years is the Clock Tower : the 
symbol of a long struggle to effect a badly-needed improvement at the Hay
market, on the eastern edge of the old town. 20 At the point where the High 
Street joined Cheapside, Church Gate, and Belgrave Gate-immediately 
west of the site of the Clock Tower as we know it today-stood a forlorn 
pile of buildings. It had been erected in the middle of the eighteenth cen
tury to provide an assembly room, mounted on a colonnade with shops 
below ; but the assembly room had fallen into disuse after some fifty years, 
in favour of the elegant new County Rooms in Hotel Street, the colonnade 
had been filled in, and the whole building had been turned over to com
mercial purposes, including the accommodation of a machine for weighing 
the coal that was brought into Leicester for sale. As traffic grew with 
the growth of the town itself, the building became more and more plainly an 
obstruction. Since it served no public purpose that could not equally well 
be discharged elsewhere, since it was in a shoddy condition and had not even 
the merit of antiquity, we cannot be surprised that its removal was clamoured 
for. Bowing to the clamour with a majestic tardiness, the Corporation 
decided to buy up the property in 1859 ; but not for immediate demolition 
-for the purpose of effecting an improvement at some later date. The cost 
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of the improvement-trifling as that was-stood in the way of its execution. 
In 1861 the Highway Committee of the Council received a deputation from 
those who were interested in that work and told them gravely that it would 
be taken in hand if they subscribed £1,000 towards the cost. As part of this 
campaign the improvers took a traffic census. "On Saturday, November 23, 
[they] appointed reliable persons, with books arranged for the purpose, to 
record the passing traffic from the hours of eight in the morning till ten at 
night, the result showing-pedestrians, 54,300 ; vehicles, 2,966 ; drivers 
and passengers, 5,900, total 63,166. Horses, cattle, sheep and pigs passed 
in large numbers, but were not enumerated."21 In spite of such efforts the 
improvers failed to hit their target. In the following February a deputation 
of them again waited on the Highway Committee bearing £400 " as the 
utmost amount they were able to command towards the object". Seeing 
this perhaps as a bird in the hand, the Council then decided to act, and the 
demolition of the old assembly room began on 16 June 1862. 

Even when the offensive building had gone, however, part of the 
obstruction remained : for the hay and straw market continued to be held 
on the site. Three more years went by before, under powers conferred by 
an Improvement Act, that nuisance was removed. At last the site was clear 
and the traffic could flow more freely. But a large, naked, empty space had 
now resulted, to become an unregulated tangle of horse-drawn vehicles when 
traffic was thick, and without the smallest refuge for pedestrians who ven
tured across it. In 1867 the Watch Committee was memorialised by a group 
of citizens who asked for " a bold illuminated clock " at this important 
street junction. They urged that the following year, 1868, would provide a 
good moment for meeting this need : for the Royal Agricultural Society 
was then to visit Leicester, and this would enable the town to evince "artistic 
taste in the adoption of a subject for erection, which, if it took the higher 
direction of art, combined with the useful and the convenient, . . . would 
doubtless commend itself to general approval". As the idea was taken up, 
it was further suggested that four leading benefactors of the town should be 
commemorated by statues to be incorporated in the design. 22 

The plan went forward, though not without some dissent. One critic 
argued that the monument would itself be an obstruction, " almost as great 
a nuisance as the Haymarket was". A prudent alderman urged caution in 
adopting any design. "We are not very celebrated in matters of taste", he 
observed, with a sad candour. " I should be sorry to see another mistake 
made."2 3 

Nevertheless the idea found general favour. Designs were invited, and 
the Corporation undertook to erect the monument if £700 were raised 
towards the cost by public subscription. On the first day of 1868 Joseph 
Goddard's plan was accepted, from among over 100 competitors. The 
foundation stone was laid on 16 March, when the thirty-two workmen 
engaged were treated to an agreeable evening at the Stone Mason's Arms. 
The monument was topped off on 8 June, and the event was marked by a 
dinner at the George attended by town councillors, by promoters of the 
scheme, and by all the workmen. 
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They might well celebrate, for it was the end of a nine-years' battle. A 
great share of the credit for the final outcome was due to John Burton, a 
printer and former proprietor of the Leic,estershire Mercury,24 who worked 
energetically in the cause throughout. And let us recognise that it was a 
cause, that it represented a real town improvement. As for the Clock Tower 
itself, now that its centenary approaches we can most of us, I think, enjoy it. 
It is lifted out of the ordinary by a touch of extravagance, at once gravely 
rhetorical and faintly preposterous ; and we can all appreciate the force of 
Mrs. Skillington's remark that by the close of the nineteenth century " the 
Clock Tower had established itself in not a few hearts as the hub of the 
universe ". 2 s 

Two other memorials of these years-both of them civic, though in 
different senses of the term-also call for our notice. Leicester was far from 
being a pioneer in the making of public parks. In this respect it lagged 
behind its two principal neighbours to the north. Through the generosity of 
Joseph Strutt, Derby had secured its Arboretum-which may well be re
garded as the first public park in England-as early as 1840. The Notting
ham Enclosure Act of 1845, if it arose from a housing problem much more 
dreadful than Leicester's, did at least provide, with a far-sighted generosity, 
for the allocation of more than 100 acres of the former town fields to pur
poses of public recreation. 26 Thirty more years passed before any similar 
move was made in Leicester. Then an Improvement Act of 1876, passed to 
enable flood prevention works to be undertaken, provided for the making of 
a public park on part of the Abbey Meadow. The work moved forward 
slowly. It was not until the late summer of 1878 that the winning designs 
in a competition for laying out the site were selected ; and nearly four more 
years went by before the Abbey Park was finished. It was formally opened 
by the Prince and Princess of Wales in May 1882. 

Why did Leicester move so tardily in this public improvement ? Part 
of the answer emerges from a comparison with Derby and Nottingham. 
There was no Joseph Strutt in Leicester, no benefactor willing to make a 
grand gesture of the kind. (Such gestures have very seldom been seen in 
Leicester since Alderman Newton died 200 years ago.) Neither was there a 
pressure, like that in Nottingham, to compensate the poorer citizens for 
their life in closely built-up quarters. In this respect it is worth while to 
recall the comment of the Commissioner of 1845 on the" numerous gardens 
everywhere to be found and even in the centre of the town ". 21 And finally, 
as with all other town improvements of these years, the provision of parks 
and recreation grounds was a matter of controversy, particularly open to 
denunciation from indignant ratepayers. One of them-Robert Read, whom 
we shall meet again shortly-suggested that the proper name for the Abbey 
Park would be "Our Corporation Folly" and went on to castigate the 
" very large expenditure going on and contemplated in that dark, 
diphtherial, and febrile spot", which, he said, "positively gives me the 
shivers ".28 
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The last of these civic improvements is of a quite different kind ; on 
the face of it you might scarcely think it was " civic " at all. The medieval 
tower and spire of St. Martin's church were totally demolished and others, 
to a new design, were erected in 1861-7. The architect was J. R. Brandon. 
Brandon is best remembered for his treatises on Gothic architecture, written 
in collaboration with his brother. His buildings are few. They include one 
masterpiece, the Catholic Apostolic church in Gordon Square, London ; 
but he never attained the front rank in his profession, and his failure preyed 
on his mind, until in the end he shot himself. He ought to be remembered 
kindly in Leicester : for he added a notable element to the town's skyline. 
St. Martin's had always been recognised as the civic church. Brandon's 
tower and spire are on a very large scale, shooting up to dominate those of 
the other churches, gracefully overtopping, indeed, every building of any 
kind in the Mid-Victorian town. 

No other church built in Leicester in these years attains an equal 
distinction. Gilbert Scott contributed no less than four: St. John the 
Divine, South Albion Street, an early work brutally treated when its spire 
was taken down a dozen years ago ; St. Matthew's, St. Saviour's, and St. 
Andrew's, Jarrom Street, completed in 1862, in which Professor Pevsner 
draws attention to the influence of Butterfield. Other well-known architects, 
of national reputation, also undertook churches in Leicester: St. Mark's, 
Belgrave Gate (originally the Church of the Holy Martyrs), is by Ewan 
Christian, St. Peter's,in the Highfields, by G. E. Street. Sidney Smirke's 
Holy Trinity, a modest and decent late Regency building dating from 1838, 
was despitefully used in 1871 by S. S. Teulon, who encased it in a Gothic 
shell of purple brick and gave it that harsh spire that has terminated so 
incongruously the view up King Street ever since. (This kind of exercise 
was a speciality of Teulon's. At Ealing-we have Archbishop Tait's word 
for it-he transformed the parish church "from a Georgian monstrosity 
into a Constantinopolitan basilica"; and at Sunbury, also in Middlesex, the 
church became, under his hand, " instead of a plain brick barn, ... a glitter
ing Byzantine temple ".29) 

The most striking new church built in Leicester in these years was not, 
however, the work of a famous London architect but of a local man : St. 
Paul's, on King Richard's Road, by F. W. Ordish, which dates from 1871. 
We last met him at the Corn Exchange. Here he gave full rein to his love 
for French Gothic architecture, in a building that soars heavenward on its fine 
site on the lip of the western hills. It is sad indeed that it has never been 
possible to complete the church as Ordish conceived it, with a spire at its 
south-eastern comer.3° 

It might have been expected that, in a town with such a strong Non
conformist tradition, some of the Dissenting bodies would have erected 
striking chapels of their own. In fact, however, there are none in Leicester 
dating from these years that are of any consequence. .This is partly owing to 
the energetic work of the preceding generations, which had given the town a 
series of Dissenting chapels-in the Bond Street area, in Bishop Street and 
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Belvoir Street and Charles Street-that supplied the needs even of its 
expanding population not inadequately. There is, I think, another reason, 
which I shall come to presently. The only imposing chapel of these years 
in the centre of Leicester was the Baptist church in Friar Lane. Professor 
Pevsner thinks it, " as far as its architecture is concerned, thoroughly 
horrible ":31 a remark that can be criticised only as a mild under-statement. 
The architect of this deplorable pile was Thomas Carter, and it was com
pleted in 1866-to be demolished just a century later. 

Let us turn now to look, more briefly, at the private buildings that were 
being erected in the town during these years. A fair sample of the com
mercial architecture of the seventies is given by the sketches of G. S. Catlow 
reproduced in Robert Read's Modern Leicester (1881)-a most engaging 
farrago of anecdote, prejudice, and useful information, supplemented with 
seventy-two informative pages of advertisements. One thing that is bound to 
strike the observer is the comparative rarity of the Gothic style. You en
counter it occasionally-in Goddard's Leicestershire Bank (now the 
Midland), for example, on the corner of Bishop Street and Granby Street, 
in the Water Department's offices in Bowling Green Street, or in Everard's 
Brewery, close to the church of St. Mary-de-Castro ; but it is much less 
common than what may loosely be called the Italian style, which proved 
acceptable in Leicester as the natural successor to the classical modes of the 
eighteenth century and the Regency. You would come upon that everywhere, 
with many variations : in Preston's boot and shoe factory, for instance, in 
Southgate Street-it stood on the corner of Bakehouse Lane, which has 
recently disappeared in the remodelling of that area now in progress ; in 
the Royal Opera House, which was said in 1881 to go "rather beyond the 
immediate requirements of Leicester "32-as, indeed, in some senses it did 
ever afterwards ; again, in the National Provincial Bank by William 
Millican, erected in 1869 and still familiar to us, on the corner of Granby 
Street and Horsefair Street, where the Three Crowns formerly stood, one 
of the chief coaching inns of the town. You can still see this style today in 
small commercial buildings, too : as in Tarratt's Midland Auction Rooms 
in Market Street-or in what was originally Meadows' Distillery in Hum
berstone Gate, facing the Secular Hall. You will find it on a bigger scale in 
the Vulcan Works built for Josiah Gimson's engineering business, on the 
east side of the Midland Railway line, to the designs of J. B. Everard in 
187833-a striking portent, for the future development of the whole 
town. At its grandest (and it can be grand indeed) it is to be seen in what 
is now the hosiery works of Messrs. Frisby Jarvis & Co. at the North 
Bridge-built for the yarn-spinning business of Thompson & Son. 

The preference for the Italian over the Gothic style in Leicester during 
these years is reflected with the same clarity in domestic building. Take the 
Stoneygate villas as an illustration. Here and there they are Gothic. No. 
328, London Road, for example (till lately the University's Institute of 
Education), is a run-of-the-mill Gothic house, hard and uncompromising, 
of 1871. No. 19, East Avenue (now the Fernleigh Old People's Home), 
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dates from 1878, and it is a building of some distinction from its lofty 
lines, its terracotta ornament, its Swithland slate roof. At No. 22, Knighton 
Park Road, barely more than a stone's throw away, we find Swithland slate 
again-only a very few years more, and the quarries had closed down, put 
out of business by the all-conquering purple stuff from Wales. 

Such houses as these are the exceptions. The classical or Italian 
manner appears almost universally in the terrace housing, in the villas in the 
middle section of the New Walk, in London Road and the new roads 
adjoining it. I think it is not fanciful to see this taste as reflecting the 
character, the prevailing outlook, of Leicester itself. Not one of the build
ings we have been considering can be accused of vulgar ostentation. We may 
or may not like them ourselves-that is another matter. If we are searching 
in them for clues to the minds of those who designed and commissioned 
them, I think we can find those clearly enough. Leicester was a sober town 
-not in terms of the consumption of intoxicants, but in mood, in temper. 
It was steadily dominated by a Liberal-Radical alliance in politics : of the 
seventeen members returned to Parliament in 1852-80, only one was a 
Conservative, and he got in simply because the Liberals and the Radicals 
split.34 If the town's religious tone was predominantly Nonconformist, the 
hold of Dissent was already beginning to weaken. The growth of the 
Secularist movement in Leicester in these years is a sign of that, culminat
ing in the erection of the Secular Hall in Humberstone Gate, opened in 
March 1881 in the presence of Charles Bradlaugh, Mrs. Besant, G. J. 
Holyoake, and Josiah Gimson, the staunchest supporter of the movement 
among the commercial aristocracy of the town.35 Secularism was not, as 
might have been expected, vehemently attacked by the Dissenting ministers ; 
its chief critic was Canon D. J. Vaughan, Vicar of St. Martin's. The main 
Dissenting bodies were content to go on as they had in the past, attending 
their old chapels ; of the new ones they put up, a notably large number fell 
into disuse in these years-at least ten of those belonging to the Baptists and 
the Wesleyans alone.36 Only two really substantial new churches were 
built, both for the Baptists: the Victoria Road Church, on the corner of 
University Road (1867), and Melbourne Hall (1881). 

The hard unyielding rancour of sectarian divisions had settled by now 
in Leicester into a quiet agreement to differ. If it flared up for a time on 
the formation of the school boards under the Education Act of 1870, the 
argument was less bitter here than in some towns. This was due in part to 
the strong, disciplined characters of Canon Vaughan and his chief Dissent
ing rival, the Rev. Joseph Wood. But it also reflects something in the 

, temper of the town itself. Matthew Arnold has made us remember, in the 
pages of Culture and Anarchy, that motto of the Nonconformist newspaper, 
" The Dissidence of Dissent and the Protestantism of the Protestant 
religion ", together with his own withering comment on it : " There is 
sweetness and light, and an ideal of complete harmonious human perfec
tion! " In one fierce phrase he summed up the sort of life that that news
paper stood for: " a life of jealousy of the Establishment, disputes, tea-



PLATE I 

(a) The Market Place in 1847. The Old Exchange stands on the left. In the foreground 
is the iron column that replaced the old conduit in 1841. 

(b) The Market Place in 1881. The present Corn Exchange is on the left; the conduit 
column has been replaced by Edward Davis's statue of the 5th Duke of Rutland, which 

accommodated a tap in its pedestal. 

Plates I, III, IV, VI, and VII are reproduced from Robert Read's Modern Leicester (1881) 



PLATE II 

(a) Cheapside in 1852, looking from the Market Place towards High Street. Contemporary 
lithograph by Crane. 

(b) Gallowtree Gate, c. 1850. Notice the station bus. At the far end, facing down the 
street, is the Three Crowns Inn, replaced by the National Provincial Bank in 1869 

(see Plate lllb). Contemporary engraving. 



PLATE III 

(a) The Royal Opera House in Silver Street (1877). 

(b) The National Provincial Bank at the junction of Granby Street and Horsefair Street 
(1869). 



PLATE IV 

(a) Preston & Sons' boot and shoe factory in Southgate Street. This stood on the corner 
of Bakehouse Lane and has recently been demolished in the extensive replanning of 

that district. 

(b) The Vulcan Works of Messrs. Gimson & Co. (1878). The first large engineering works, 
designed wholly for this purpose, to 'be built in the town, employing at the outset 

350 hands. 



PLATE V 

(a) The entrance to the Midland Railway station in Campbell Street, decorated with an 
arch of evergreens to welcome the Prince and Princess of Wales on their visit to open 

the Abbey Park in 1882 .. From a photograph. 

(b) Triumphal arch erected on the same occasion at the junction of the Haymarket and 
Belgrave Gate. Horse tram on the left ; the White Hart (recently demolished to make 

way for Littlewood's building) on the right. From a photograph. 



PLATE VI 

WILLIAM BB.EAM, 

itttpntpm' nJr lf{iUfi anh Jin#st 
GENERAL NEWS ROOM BUILDINGS, 

Qoranb11 ~tttd anll ~dboit ~tted, 
LEICESTER_ 

PORTS. 
24/-, 30/-, 36/-, 42/-, 48-, 54/-, 60/-, Finest r868, 54/-; 1854, 84/-; r847, r25/-

SACRAMENTAL WINE. 
A Rich White Wine (largely used in Spain and elsewhere as Altar Wines), 30/-. 

Finest Tent, 38/-. 

PALE AND GOLDEN SHERRIES. 
r8/-, 24/-, 26/-, 30/- 36/-, 42/-, 48/-, 54/-, 60/-. 
Also in Octaves, Quarter Casks, and Hogsheads. 

CLARETS. 
r4/-, r6/-, r8/-, 24/-, 30/-, 36/-, 42/-, 48/-, 60/. 

SPARKLING SAUMUR. 
26/-, 30/-, 36/-, 42/-, 44/-. 

CHAMPAGNES. 
30/-, 36/-, 42/-, 48/-, 54/-, 63/-. Moet's, Perrier-Jouet's, Mumm's and other 

Shippers. 

Hocks, Moselle, Chablis, Madeira, Marsala, Tarragona, &c. 

PALE AND BROWN BRANDY. 
24/-, 26/-, 28/-, 30/-, 32/-. 

Nicholson's Gin, raw or cordial. Old Scotch and Irish 
Whiskey, Rum, Liqueurs, &c. 

DUBLIN STOUT, BURTON ALE, &c. 
In Cask and Bottle. 

AGENT FOR THE AULDANA AUSTRALIAN WINES. 
Five per Cent. Discount for Prompt Cash. All Packages charged for if not returned 

within three months. 

Mid-Victorian advertisements are a copious source of miscellaneous infor
mation. This wine merchant's prices are worth considering. Note that the 
prices quoted are per dozen ; a cheap claret was always to be had for eighteen 

pence a bottle, or less. 



PLATE VII 

ENGRAVERS 
ON 

'* W00D,+ B~:,f,S~,+ C0PPE~,+ ~+ ~lllVE~ + Pil1{lJ.lE. ~· 

ESTABLISHED IN 1850, 

Lithographic & Letterpress 
PR:1:N"TERS. 

Manufacturers' Labels, Bands, Almanacks, Show Cards, and every 
description of Commercial and General Printing. 

This advertisement and the next provide an interesting contrast .in style. 
Cockshaw's is loud and harsh. It certainly draws attention to itself- which is 

the first thing the advertiser must always seek to do. 



PLATE VIII 

~ ' 
- G) ~, ·)-'ic.":-:;:~c";.::~,,-:•.c,;; ,;;>;j,i.ii,~:':',('~,~,,,;<?'{'<rW::~~ ":." '"" ~~,!..t~ CHES;;~~R~;";;:·~'t;f;'~;~s ~~T~~·:,oLl0$,A~~;;D10~~ .~~-M~/ ;nus;iii'.&t:c . 

.w~~l~IMl~I~ 
The earlier, more genteel, style of advertising, which derives plainly from eighteenth-century 
models, is represented here. The centre panel is engraved and has been surrounded with 
a variety of typeset ornaments. From Hagar and Go's Directory of the County of Leicester 

(Nottingham, 1849). 
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meetings, openings of chapels, sermons". There were lives led in Leicester 
on exactly these principles, no doubt : but the town was not dominated by 
Nonconformity of that stamp. Rather, as one looks back to these years, one 
is struck by the liberality of view of some of the most prominent citizens, 
their even, calm, judicious tone. 

If Arnold had settled in Leicester for a spell in the late sixties, he 
would not, I think, have found very much of the "anarchy" that he 
deplored. But would he have found anything that he would have thought 
worthy to be called " culture " ? Not a great deal, perhaps : yet something. 

The Literary and Philosophical Society, which dated back to 1835, 
continued to perform its useful service to the town. It was no longer neces
sary to stress its value in bringing together members of the rival political 
parties. In the 1830s, during the controversies over Parliamentary and 
Municipal Reform, many of them had declined, in the normal way of life, 
to speak to their opponents, and the Society had provided neutral ground 
between them. Such days as that were now past. Instead, the Society was 
free to concentrate on its task of promoting literary and philosophical 
inquiry. Let us look, by way of example, at its activities in the session 
1867-8. 

The President for that year was a surgeon, John Buck, and he took as 
the subject of his inaugural address " The present sanitary condition of 
Leicester ". He pointed with pleasure to the statistical evidence for the 
improvement in the town's health, but criticised the cemetery, urged wide
spread vaccination, and saw the main causes of illness as " intemperance 
and the use of opium, especially in the case of very young children whose 
mothers were engaged in factory work " . The next paper delivered to the 
Society was on expeditions to the Nile-a very topical theine, following 
hard on the journeys of Burton and Speke and the arguments they had 
aroused. Then came a paper on photography, and another on humour in 
poetry, starting from the proposition that " the comic songs of the present 
day were in infinitely worse taste and possessed less literary merit than 
any that had ever been current in this country". The Reverend Mr. Spittal 
followed, with a talk on public libraries ; the discussion centred on the 
problem of improving the Leicester Permanent Library, and the assistance 
that the Literary and Philosophical Society might give it. Then came 
Matthew Holbeche Bloxam, a well-known antiquary of the time, on the 
Coritani, and meetings devoted to educational problems, to meteors, and to 
a consideration of the four benefactors of Leicester whose statues were being 
prepared for the new Clock Tower. The annual report showed activity in 
promoting the investigation of the Roman antiquities of the town and 
recorded the publication of the seventh part of the Museum's Handbook, 
devoted to minerals.37 

That reminds us of the continuously close connection between the 
Society and the Museum. The Society had persuaded the Town Council 
to spend £3,000 on the purchase of the Proprietory School for a museum, 
undertaking itself to present its collections to be housed and displayed 
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there; and the Museum had been opened on the same day as the Cemetery, 
19 June 1849. Little more than twenty years later the collections had grown 
so much that the original building had become inadequate, and the Society 
raised £1,200 towards the cost of an extension. This was brought into use 
in 1876.38 

By contrast, Leicester was slow to make similar provision for a public 
library. This was due in part to the existence of the Permanent Library 
(whose establishment went back to 1791) ; it had an active body of sub
scribers until the sixties, when it began to run into difficulty.39 The Cor
poration had agreed in principle in 1862 to establish a municipal library out 
of the rate fund, but the resolution was not carried into effect for nine years. 
By that time its tardiness was beginning to appear something of a scandal. 
"How many towns are there in Great Britain of the size of Leicester", 
cried a moral reformer in 1868, "without a Free Public Library? "4° When 
the Library was established-its Reading Room was opened on 9 January 
1871, its Lending and Reference Departments on the following 10 April
it was supported from the proceeds of a halfpenny rate, yielding about 
£450 a year. Its stock of books was that of the old Mechanics' Institute, 
presented for the purpose ; its building the New Hall in Wellington Street 
(still occupied by the Central Lending Library today). This the Corpora
tion picked up for little more than £3,000 : a great bargain, and well 
recognised to be one.4I It was a beginning, and satisfactory as such : yet 
the Public Libraries Act had been passed as long ago as 1850. Whereas 
Leicester had been quick to take advantage of the Museums Act of 1845 
(preceded only by Sunderland and Warrington), it dragged its feet over 
libraries. One may doubt, indeed, if there would have been one even in the 
seventies if it had not been for the steady advocacy of one town coun
cillor, George Stevenson (Mayor in 1869-70). He battled on for the cause, 
and when it was won he served as Chairman of the municipal Library 
Committee for twenty years. Even in the nineties, however, the annual 
revenue of the Library had to be applied almost wholly to its staffing and 
maintenance. The book fund was quite inadequate, and most of the addi
tions to the stock came from private gifts.42 

Societies multiplied in the town in these years. Our own was founded 
in 1855. Its membership grew steadily until the early seventies, when it 
fluctuated between about 200 and 250.43 Among professional bodies one 
may note the Leicester Law Society, established in 1860. The Working 
Men's College was set on foot, largely through the efforts of Canon D. J. 
Vaughan, in 1862.44 This represented a systematising and a development of 
work that had been going on for some time past. Ever since 1850, for 
example, Joseph Dare had found time, among his many other labours, to 
conduct a working-men's class : what we should now call a discussion 
group-with the agreeable custom, kept up annually for thirty-five years, of ' 
taking a walk out to Bradgate Park on the last Saturday in July.45 In the. 
seventies another kind of adult education appeared : the first University 
Extension Lectures, organised by Cambridge. For many years Vaughan 
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served as chairman of the Leicester Extension Society.46 The Leicester 
College of Art began work, under Wilmot Pilsbury, in a converted ware
house in Pocklington's Walk on 1 March 1870.47 The College of Techno
logy, too, can trace its origins back to this time-to the " Science Classes " 
held in the Museum in the seventies and then, more systematically, at the 
Wyggeston School from 1884 onwards.48 

The town was not, then, without its cultural activities, and they grew 
in these years. It is noticeable that most of them tended to centre on 
lectures. They represented the kind of culture that evolves in a society that 
has long been dominated by the religious meeting and the sermon. That is 
still characteristic of Leicester a hundred years later ; and it is a culture that 
should not by any means be despised. 

Nor should we forget how many of the provident and charitable 
institutions that we are familiar with today were established at this time
both the town's building societies, for example: the Permanent in 1853, the 
Temperance in 1875.49 The Savings Bank-which had been founded as far 
back as 1817 but had not grown very rapidly50-was prosperous enough to 
move into new premises in the Gothic style in St. Martin's, specially 
designed for it, in 1873. The Leicester Young Men's Christian Association 
was set up in 1856, the Association for the Blind three years later.sr 

All in all, these were extraordinarily busy years : busy in the most 
readily accepted sense of the term, full of bustling and profitable activity, 
of economic growth and change, of quiet and effective charitable work, 
steadily pursued. They were years in which Leicester turned itself from a 
good-sized country town with one limited and specialised industry into one 
of the chief industrial centres of England, its economy diversified and 
broadly based-a modern city, clearly recognisable as such. 

* 
The borough of Leicester got its first royal charter of incorporation 

from Elizabeth I in 1589. It was then permitted to adopt the Queen's 
personal motto, Semper Eadem, "always the same": the motto it has 
carried ever since. There are times when the words seem to bear an ironical 
character. Citizens of Leicester were apt to think that, for example, when 
they saw them displayed on the trams in the last stages of their decrepitude 
in the 1940s. Yet the motto, assumed fortuitously, is not unsuited to the 
city, which has maintained most tenaciously the continuous threads of its 
evolution from the past. It is now nearly 400 years since it was adopted ; 
and in all that time I think there was only one generation for whom those 
words were quite inappropriate-that which has been considered here. Of 
the men and women of that generation, and I think of them alone, it can be 
said that they lived through something very like a revolution in Leicester. 
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